Apolipoprotein A-II alters the proteome of human lipoproteins and enhances cholesterol efflux from ABCA1
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Abstract HDLs are a family of heterogeneous particles that vary in size, composition, and function. The structure of most HDLs is maintained by two scaffold proteins, apoA-I and apoA-II, but up to 95 other “accessory” proteins have been found associated with the particles. Recent evidence suggests that these accessory proteins are distributed across various subspecies and drive specific biological functions. Unfortunately, our understanding of the molecular composition of such subspecies is limited. To begin to address this issue, we separated human plasma and HDL isolated by ultracentrifugation (UC-HDL) into particles with apoA-I and no apoA-II (LpA-I) and those with both apoA-I and apoA-II (LpA-I/A-II). MS studies revealed distinct differences between the subfractions. LpA-I exhibited significantly more protein diversity than LpA-I/A-II when isolated directly from plasma. However, this difference was lost in UC-HDL. Most LpA-I/A-II accessory proteins were associated with lipid transport pathways, whereas those in LpA-I were associated with inflammatory response, hemostasis, immune response, metal ion binding, and protease inhibition. We found that the presence of apoA-II enhanced ABCA1-mediated efflux compared with LpA-I particles. This effect was independent of the accessory protein signature suggesting that apoA-II induces a structural change in apoA-I in HDLs.—Melchior, J. T., S. E. Street, A. B. Andraski, J. D. Furtado, F. M. Sacks, R. L. Shute, E. I. Greve, D. K. Swertfeger, H. Li, A. S. Shah, L. J. Lu, and W. S. Davidson. Apolipoprotein A-II alters the proteome of human lipoproteins and enhances cholesterol efflux from ABCA1. J. Lipid Res. 2017. 58: 1374–1385.
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HDLs are circulating complexes of protein and lipid best known for mobilizing cholesterol in the periphery and transporting it to the liver for excretion. The term HDL actually refers to a family of diverse subspecies that share similar hydrated densities. These can vary widely in size, protein/lipid composition, and charge [reviewed in (1)]. Recent MS studies across different laboratories have found up to 95 different proteins in HDL preparations (2). This compositional heterogeneity mirrors a well-known functional heterogeneity (3) in that HDLs can attenuate the oxidation of LDLs (4), reduce vascular cell-mediated inflammation (5), regulate proteolytic and thrombotic pathways [reviewed in (6)], reduce cellular apoptosis (7), and affect insulin secretion from pancreatic cells (8).

Despite advances in cataloging the lipoproteome, progress in molecularly characterizing lipoprotein subspecies in human plasma has been more limited. In the case of HDLs, a significant obstacle is the isolation of individual
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subspecies, most of which have similar physicochemical properties. For example, HDLs can be subdivided by density into HDL$_2$ and HDL$_3$ using sequential ultracentrifugation (UC) (9); however, each subclass retains significant compositional heterogeneity (10). Gel filtration chromatography similarly suffers from a lack of resolution with the added drawback of contaminating nonlipoprotein entities of similar size (11). Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis techniques have identified numerous size and charge subpopulations of HDLs (12), but there are obstacles with recovering them for functional characterization.

Thus, only a handful of HDL subspecies have been defined at the molecular level, with even fewer defined functionally. The prototypical example is trypanosome lytic factor (13), a HDL subparticle containing apoA-I, apoL-I, and haptoglobin-related protein. This protein triad can mediate the lysis of the parasite, *Trypanosoma brucei*, through a series of cooperative actions (14). Another widely recognized HDL subspecies is the preβ HDL particle identified by Castro and Fielding (15), now called preβ1. This lipid-poor species likely plays a key role in cholesterol efflux via ABCA1 (16–18). Cheung et al. (19) used immunoaffinity chromatography (IAC) to isolate plasma complexes containing phospholipid transfer protein. They found associations with clusterin, apoA-I, and complement and coagulation factors. Unfortunately, a functional role has not yet been determined for these particles. Although not as well characterized molecularly, Jensen et al. (20) demonstrated that HDL particles lacking apoC-III correlated more strongly with reduced coronary heart disease risk than those containing apoC-III. These examples support the concept of molecularly and functionally distinct HDL subspecies in biology and disease. Given the multitude of HDL proteins, there are probably many more functional subspecies to be discovered.

IAC can achieve protein-specific isolation of lipoprotein particles, while yielding sufficient native material for functional studies. Cheung and Albers (21) segregated UC-isolated HDLs into species with apoA-I, but no apoA-II (LpA-I), and those with both apoA-I and apoA-II (LpA-I/A-II). The relative abundance of these particles was altered in patients with LCAT deficiency (22), cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) deficiency (23), type 2 diabetes (24), hyperlipidemia (25), and coronary heart disease (26). They also differed with regard to catabolism (27, 28), cholesterol efflux capacity (29, 30), LCAT and CETP activity (31, 32), and selective uptake of cholesteryl ester in the liver (33). Unfortunately, the proteomic characterizations were limited to a handful of proteins revealed using immunoassays available at the time. With the benefits of current shotgun proteomics technology, we revisited these subspecies with the goal of distinguishing the proteomic differences between the two particle types, isolated from both plasma and HDL isolated by UC (UC-HDL). We found that the presence of apoA-II can have profound effects on the proteomic content of the isolated particles and on their function in terms of cholesterol efflux.

**METHODS**

**LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II subfractionation**

Human plasma was obtained from the Foxworth Blood Bank from four healthy male donors. LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II were isolated by IAC. For each donor, particles were isolated both directly from plasma (i.e., applied straight to the IAC columns) and from total UC-HDL (d = 1.063–1.210 g/ml) (34). Briefly, UC-HDL was obtained by sequential UC from fresh plasma by adjusting the density to 1.006 g/ml with potassium bromide and centrifuging in a 70Ti rotor at 360,000 g for 24 h to float the VLDL and chylomicrons. The bottom fraction was collected, adjusted to 1.063 g/ml, and centrifuged for 24 h to float LDL. The bottom fraction was collected, the density adjusted to 1.21 g/ml, and centrifuged for 48 h. The top fraction, containing the purified HDLs, was collected and dialyzed into PBS [10 mM PBS, 140 mM NaCl, 0.01% EDTA, 0.01% azide (pH 7.4)].

The subfractions were separated using IAC columns containing affinity-purified anti-apoA-I or anti-apoA-II antibodies (Academy Biomedical) covalently bound to Sepharose 4B resin. Samples were applied to the columns on a fast protein LC system (GE Healthcare) in PBS at 0.5 ml/min and 2 ml fractions were collected. Bound material was released with elution buffer [3 M NaSCN, 10 mM PBS, 140 mM NaCl, 0.01% EDTA, 0.01% azide (pH 7.4)] with immediate desalting on polyacrylamide 6000 columns (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s protocols. The isolation scheme is shown schematically in supplemental Fig. S1. A. Plasma- and UC-HDL-derived particles were isolated with the column order reversed. Optimization experiments revealed the most efficient recovery resulted from using the apoA-II column first. However, due to issues involving aggregation of plasma proteins if the apoA-II column was used first, particles isolated from plasma required the reverse order. Nevertheless, as shown in the Results, the protein distributions, functions, and structural modifications were similar despite column order used. Purified fractions were combined and concentrated to ~1 ml using Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal filters at 2,000 g at 4°C. Samples were stored under N$_2$ in glass tubes to minimize oxidation. All proteomic and functional assays were performed within 7 days of isolation. Non-specific binding to the IAC columns was monitored by applying plasma to a column containing CNBr activated Sepharose 4B resin (catalog number 170430-01; GE Healthcare) at the same bed volume of the antibody charged columns and treated exactly the same.

**Western blot analysis**

LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles (3 μg total protein) were applied to an Any-KD™ mini gel (Bio-Rad) in sample buffer containing 2% SDS and 14.4 mM BME. Protein was transferred to a PVDF membrane using a Bio-Rad Trans-Blot Turbo transfer system. apoA-I was detected using a polyclonal rabbit anti-human antibody for plasma apoA-I (catalog number 178422; EMD Millipore) at a dilution of 1:2,500 and a secondary donkey anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated antibody (catalog number NA934V; GE Healthcare) at a dilution of 1:25,000. The blot was stripped using Restore stripping buffer (Thermo Fisher) and then reprobed with a goat anti-human antibody for plasma apoA-II (catalog number K34001G; Meridian Life Science) at a dilution of 1:1,000 and a secondary donkey anti-goat HRP-conjugated antibody (catalog number SC-2020; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at a dilution of 1:20,000. Blots were developed using ECL solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and exposure time was adjusted for optimal signal.

**Particle size and composition**

HDL particle size was determined by subjecting subfractions (4 μg protein) to native PAGE on an 8–25% native Phastgel™
Mascot canted and the pellet resuspended in 2 ml of ice-cold methanol.

Effluent (v/v) was used with and without esterase to produce a mixture of TOF-MS samples.

MS samples were diluted into 50 mM NH$_4$HCO$_3$ (pH 8.1) and 50 µg of each were lyophilized to dryness. For delipidation, samples were mixed in 1 ml of ice-cold chloroform:methanol (2:1 v/v), vortexed, and incubated on ice for 30 min. Ice-cold methanol was added to a final chloroform:methanol ratio of 1:1 (v/v) and protein was pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 g for 30 min. Organic solvent was decaned and the pellet resuspended in 2 ml of ice-cold methanol and mixed by vortexing and sonication. Protein was pelleted by centrifugation and the pellet was resuspended in 90 µl of 20% methanol/80% 50 mM NH$_4$HCO$_3$ (pH 8.1). Samples were reduced with DTT at 10 mM for 30 min at 42°C. Reduced protein was carbamidomethylated with iodoacetamide at 40 mM in the dark at room temperature for 30 min. Twenty micrograms of each sample were digested with 1 µg of sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega) for 16 h at 37°C. An additional 1 µg of trypsin was added for 2 h at 37°C the following day. Samples were lyophilized to dryness by SpeedVac and stored at −20°C until MS analysis.

MS measurements
Nano-LC-MS/MS analyses were performed on a TripleTOF® 5600+ (AB Sciex, Toronto, Canada) coupled to an Eksigent (Dublin, CA) NanoL-ULtra® nanoflow system. Dried samples were reconstituted in formic acid:water 0.1/99.9 (v/v), and 5 µl (~1 µg of digest) were loaded onto a C18 Integrif™ trap column (New Objective, Inc.) at 2 µl/min in FA/water 0.1/99.9 (v/v) for 15 min to desalt and concentrate the samples. For the chromatographic separation, the trap-column was switched to align with the analytical column, Acclaim™ PepMap100 (Dionex-Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were eluted at 300 nl/min using a varying mobile phase gradient from 95% phase A (FA) at 0.1/99.9, v/v to 40% phase B (FA/ACN 0.1/99.9 v/v) for 35 min (1% per min), then from 40% B to 85% B in 5 min with re-equilibration. Effluent was introduced to the mass spectrometer using a NANO-Spray® III source (AB Sciex). The instrument was operated in positive ion mode for 65 min, where each cycle consisted of one TOF-MS scan (0.25 s accumulation time, in a m/z 350-1,600 window) followed by 30 information-dependent acquisition mode MS/MS scans on the most intense candidate ions selected from the initially performed TOF-MS scan during each cycle. Each product ion scan had an accumulation time of 0.075 s and CE of 43 with an 8 unit scan range. The .miff files were converted to Mascot generic files using PeakView® v1.2.0.3 software (AB Sciex). Column cleaning was performed automatically with 1 cycle of a 15 min 30-95% acetonitrile gradient between each run.

Proteomic data analysis
Peptide spectral data was searched against the UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot Protein knowledgebase (release February 2016, 550,552 sequences) for Homo sapiens (20,273 sequences) using Mascot (2.2.07). Data was constrained to tryptic digestion with a maximum of three missed cleavages. Carbamidomethylation was set as a fixed modification and Met oxidation as a variable modification. Peptide and MS/MS mass tolerances were ±0.15 Da. Scaffold (v 4.3,4) was used for MS/MS-based peptide validation using X! Tandem (2010.12.01.1). Proteins and peptides were constrained to >99.9% and 95% identification probability, respectively. Additionally, proteins were only accepted if they contained a minimum of three unique peptides. Raw spectral counts were normalized to the maximum spectral count found within respective sample sets to adjust for small differences in protein mass injected onto the mass spectrometer. Spectral counts had to appear in at least two of the four donors to be reported.

Discoidal HDL particles and cross-linking
Human apoA-I and apoA-II particles were isolated from normal human plasma, as described (36) and recombinant particles were generated using the cholate dialysis method, as reported (37). LpA-I particles were made using an initial molar ratio of 1:78 apoA-I:POPC (Avanti Polar Lipids). LpA/I-I particles were made from a subset of three independent apoA-I HDL particle stocks by introducing apoA-I at a molar ratio of 200:95 apoA-I:LapoAII and incubating for 48 h at 4°C. All particle preparations were purified on a Superose 6 sizing column (10/300 GE Healthcare) in PBS at 0.4 ml/min. Relevant fractions were pooled and concentrated by ultrafiltration to ~1 mg/ml. Particles were cross-linked using bis-(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate (BS3) (Thermo Scientific), as previously described (38). Cross-linking experiments were carried out at a molar ratio of 50:1 BS3:apoA-I for 12 h at 4°C.

Cholesterol efflux
Cholesterol efflux was measured using LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles, as described (39). RAW 264.7 macrophages were grown to confluency and incubated with media containing 1.0 µCi/ml [1,2-3H(N)]cholesterol ± 0.3 mM 8-bromo-cAMP. Media containing samples (20 µg/ml PC for particles or 10 µg/ml protein for plasma protein experiments) ± 0.3 mM 8-bromo-cAMP were incubated with the macrophages for 6 h. In all experiments, media alone and media containing 10 µg/ml of plasma apoA-I were included as controls. Cholesterol efflux was measured by harvesting the media, filtering with a 0.45 µm filter, and quantifying radiolabeled cholesterol by scintillation counting. Each subfraction from each donor was run in triplicate and the percent efflux was calculated by dividing the number of counts in the media by the total internalized counts per well (determined from the media-only treated cells). Where stated, the percent efflux was normalized to total protein mass of the samples incubated with the macrophages. Independent cholesterol efflux assays were performed on reconstituted particles using cholesterol mass transfer as the readout. TC in the media and cells was measured using an Amplex Red cholesterol assay kit (Molecular Probes). Cells were extracted by incubation with isopropanol overnight, dried down, and protein was determined by the Lowry protein assay.

Limited proteolysis
Samples were diluted to 0.4 mg/ml and sequencing-grade trypsin was added for various times at 37°C. Incubation time and protein:trypsin ratio were optimized based on the sample. At the indicated time intervals, the sample was removed and the reaction was quenched by addition of sample buffer containing SDS and boiling at 100°C for 10 min. Samples were stored at −20°C until...
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RESULTS

Purification of LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II

LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles were isolated by applying plasma directly to the anti-apoA-I column followed by the anti-apoA-II column (supplemental Fig. S1A). The separated species were analyzed by SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie blue (Fig. 1A). We found differing banding patterns between LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II, but little variability within subfractions across the donors. apoA-I was present in all subfractions, while dimeric apoA-II (nonreducing gels) was present only in LpA-I/A-II. This was confirmed by Western blotting for both apoA-I and apoA-II (Fig. 1B, C). Interestingly, we observed a secondary band at ~37 kDa when probing for both apoA-I and apoA-II in the LpA-I/A-II fractions (supplemental Fig. S2). This may represent a covalent linkage of a single apoA-I and single apoA-II molecule (~36.8 kDa). The origin of this species is not clear, but it may arise from oxidative cross-linking either in vivo or during sample handling.

LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II subfractions were also isolated from UC-HDL. The column order was reversed versus the plasma experiments to maximize the efficiency of particle isolation (supplemental Fig. S1B). We found that the extent of separation was comparable to that of the plasma isolations. However, there were fewer bands by Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE versus the same particles isolated from plasma (supplemental Fig. S3).

Subspecies characterization

Supplemental Fig. S4 shows that both LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II isolated from plasma displayed classic α mobility by agarose gel electrophoresis, as expected for HDLs. We next analyzed the particle size of LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II isolated from plasma or UC-HDL by native PAGE (Fig. 2A, B, respectively). Unseparated UC-HDL ran as a diffuse band indicating a mixture of particles ranging from 8 to 12 nm in diameter. LpA-I particles (from plasma and UC-HDL) showed two distinct size populations of ~9 and ~11 nm in diameter. Lastly, the LpA-I/A-II particles (from plasma and UC-HDL) exhibited a diffuse band that was on the smaller end of the UC-HDL (8–10 nm in diameter). We also analyzed the particle sizes by gel filtration chromatography (Fig. 2C–E). Consistent with native PAGE, LpA-I exhibited a bimodal peak, while LpA-I/A-II were shifted to a smaller size and eluted as a single broad peak.

We next evaluated the particle composition. Unseparated UC-HDL exhibited a ratio of ~1.6 mg protein to 1 mg PC, consistent with previous reports (40) (Fig. 3A). LpA-I from UC-HDL exhibited a slightly lower ratio, whereas LpA-I/A-II were slightly higher. In contrast, both the LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II from plasma exhibited a significantly higher protein to PC ratio than UC-isolated HDLs. Interestingly, LpA-I or LpA-I/A-II (regardless of source) did not differ from UC-HDL in terms of apoA-I to PC ratio (Fig. 3B). This suggests that IAC isolation may preserve more non-apoA-I proteins on the particles versus those subjected to UC. We also measured the cholesterol content of subspecies isolated from plasma and compared the ratio of TC, FC, and CE to PC (Fig. 3C–E). There were no differences between the populations, although we observed a minor decrease in the FC content of LpA-I/A-II compared with the LpA-I only particles (as a ratio to PC).

Proteomic comparison of UC-HDL and immuno-isolated lipoproteins

To get a sense of how isolation method affects the HDL proteome, we compared the proteomes of HDLs isolated by UC (the classic density-centric definition) and by immuno-isolation by passing plasma down an apoA-I affinity column (an apoA-I-centric definition). Strictly speaking, the preparations from the latter technique should not be defined as HDLs because these particles can be of any density so long as apoA-I is present. A better term is apoA-I-containing lipoproteins (AI-LPs). Note: it is important to distinguish AI-LPs from the LpA-I particles shown above.
Proteomic comparison of LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II

LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II isolated from either plasma or UC-HDL were subjected to proteomic analysis on the basis of equal total protein. For those isolated from plasma, the protein identifications and peptide spectral counts are shown in supplemental Tables S3 and S4. As illustrated in Fig. 5A, we identified 64 proteins across both subspecies isolated from plasma. Of these, 48 were in common between LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II. Sixteen were unique to LpA-I, while none were unique to LpA-I/A-II. Conversely, when the subspecies were separated from UC-HDL in Fig. 5B, we found only 18 proteins. Four proteins originally identified in the starting UC-HDL material (FIBA, CO3, CO4A, and TTHY) were excluded as they were not identified in the subfractions of at least two of the four donors. Interestingly, we did not see a differentiation in protein diversity between the subspecies isolated from UC-HDL like we did for those isolated from plasma.

We used spectral counts to estimate the relative protein enrichment in each species (Fig. 6A, B). The complete data set is shown in supplemental Table S5. Proteins listed at the top were present only in the LpA-I fraction. Those at the bottom were most enriched in LpA-I/A-II. In both cases, LpA-I exhibited most of the proteomic diversity. For the plasma isolated species, 64 proteins were identified across the two subfractions. The additional proteins found across the subfractions compared with AI-LPs is likely due to protein enrichment and enhanced peptide spectral intensity for identification by MS after subfractionation. Of the 64 proteins identified, 45 showed statistically significant differences between the two particle preparations. Only nine proteins preferentially associated with the LpA-I/A-II particles (including apoA-II). For the subspecies isolated from UC-HDL, no unique proteins were found in either population. For proteins found in both experiments, we saw good concordance in terms of distribution between the preparations indicating the reverse column order used for particle isolation between plasma and UC-HDL samples had no effect on protein distribution. For example, apoD showed a distribution of about 25% (plasma) and 30% (UC-HDL) in LpA-I, which agreed well with immunoassay results by Cheung and Albers (21) showing a 31 ± 8% distribution in LpA-I.

We next performed a gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis to reveal potential functional differences of the subspecies based on their proteomic fingerprint (supplemental Table S6, Fig. 7). The analysis suggests both species play roles in lipid metabolic processes and complement activation. However, the LpA-I particles were enriched in proteins that mediate acute inflammatory response, hemo-

Promotion of cholesterol efflux

We next measured cholesterol efflux capacity of LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II isolated from plasma and UC-HDL. Experiments were done in the presence and absence of cAMP in
cultured mouse macrophages as it upregulates ABCA1 expression (41). Plasma-derived LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II (Fig. 8A) performed similarly when compared at equal PL concentration in the absence of ABCA1. In the presence of ABCA1, the LpA-I/A-II particles showed a clear increase in efflux capacity versus LpA-I. This result was recapitulated when using samples prepared from UC-HDL (Fig. 8B). The differences persisted when the data was normalized with respect to protein (not shown).

Because LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II have distinct proteomes, the observed increases in cholesterol efflux capacity of LpA-I/A-II versus LpA-I could be due to the presence of apoA-II or the presence/absence of other proteins in Fig. 6. Additionally, the LpA-I/A-II particles appeared to contain slightly less FC. Thus, another possibility could be that differences in surface lipid composition could change cholesterol efflux efficiency. To distinguish among these possibilities, we generated highly defined reconstituted LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles in vitro. These were designed to be of similar size, contain no FC, and contain the same lipid composition (POPC), differing only in the presence or absence of apoA-II on the particle (see Methods). Supplemental Fig. S5A shows that the recombinant (r)LpA-I and rLpA-I/A-II particles were similar in diameter (~9.5–10 nm). Despite our best efforts at purification, we observed a very faint smear in the rLpA-I/A-II particles. This could represent minor amounts of lipid-free apoA-I or a gel artifact as careful measures were taken to exclude unreacted protein and lipid during isolation by SEC. The particles were cross-linked with BS3 to evaluate the number of molecules of apoA-I and apoA-II on each particle. Supplemental Fig. S5B shows that apoA-I was present in both and apoA-II was present only in LpA-I/A-II. After cross-linking, the rLpA-I sample exhibited a band consistent with two cross-linked apoA-I molecules. rLpA-I/A-II showed an additional band consistent with two molecules of apoA-I and two molecules of apoA-II (~74 kDa). Lastly, no significant differences were found in the PC:apoA-I molar ratio between the rLpA-I and rLpA-I/A-II.

**Fig. 3.** Particle protein and phospholipid composition. A: The total protein to PC mass ratio of UC-HDL and LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II subfractions isolated from plasma and UC-HDL. B: The apoA-I:PC mass ratio of UC-HDL and LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II subfractions isolated from plasma and UC-HDL.apoA-I content was calculated by expressing apoA-I peptide spectral counts as a percentage of total protein spectral counts for each subfraction in each donor. Values were derived from the product of the percentage of apoA-I spectral counts with total protein mass. In the absence of ABCA1, the observed increases in cholesterol efflux capacity of LpA-I/A-II versus LpA-I was present in both and apoA-II was present only in LpA-I/A-II. After cross-linking, the rLpA-I sample exhibited a band consistent with two cross-linked apoA-I molecules. rLpA-I/A-II showed an additional band consistent with two molecules of apoA-I and two molecules of apoA-II (~74 kDa). Lastly, no significant differences were found in the PC:apoA-I molar ratio between the rLpA-I and rLpA-I/A-II.
particles (79 and 81, respectively). Thus, the only difference between the two was the presence of dimeric apoAII.

Figure 9A shows that both recombinant particles performed similarly in the absence of ABCA1, but the rLpA-I/A-II species outperformed the rLpA-I particles in the presence of ABCA1. We also measured cholesterol efflux capacity of lipid-free plasma apoA-I, apoA-II mixed at a molar ratio of 200:95 apoA-I:apoA-II; the same ratio used for the discoidal HDL particle preparations (Fig. 9B) at equivalent protein mass (10 μg/ml). In the absence of ABCA1, little cholesterol efflux was measured to the lipid-free proteins. In the presence of ABCA1, no differences were observed between apoA-I and apoA-II also consistent with previous reports (42, 43).

We worried that small amounts of lipid-free or lipid-poor apoA-I in the rLpA-I/A-II preparations might explain their enhanced ABCA1-mediated efflux. Densitometry was performed on native gels in supplemental Fig. S5A to quantify the traces of lipid-free protein in the rLpA-I/A-II sample (if not a gel artifact). Cholesterol efflux experiments were performed with equivalent protein masses of lipid-free plasma apoA-I spiked into the rLpA-I samples. rLpA-I/A-II particles still significantly outperformed the rLpA-I particle preparation containing the spiked lipid-free apoA-I (supplemental Fig. S6) arguing against a major role for contaminating lipid-free apoA-I. Lastly, to confirm the results from the radiolabel experiments, we repeated the experiment measuring TC mass transferred to the medium. Again, the LpA-I/A-II particles outperformed the LpA-I particles (supplemental Fig. S6C). Importantly, because the assay was performed on reconstituted particles lacking cholesterol, this argues against complication of the data from significant back flux of cholesterol from particles to the cells.

**Effects of apoA-II on apoA-I structure**

apoA-II can partially or completely displace apoA-I from lipoprotein particles (36, 44–46). Given the surprising observation that lipidated LpA-I/A-II promoted cholesterol efflux via ABCA1, we hypothesized that apoA-II can displace regions of apoA-I that interact with ABCA1. If so, then apoA-I should show increased susceptibility to trypsin in the presence of apoA-II. Proteolytic time courses were performed on plasma-derived LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II. SDS-PAGE gels for subfractions isolated from plasma, UC-HDL, and the discoidal HDL particles are shown in supplemental Fig. S7. The apoA-I degradation pattern from densitometry is shown for the subfractions isolated from plasma and the recombinant particles in Fig. 10A, B, respectively. Degradation of the subfractions isolated from UC-HDL was not quantified, as they were run for different time points only on two of the individuals; however, those results are presented in supplemental Fig. S7 and are consistent with Fig. 10. Proteolytic degradation of apoA-II occurred at a faster rate in all particles containing apoA-II. This difference was apparent as early as 7.5 min, suggesting that apoA-II alters apoA-I conformation such that it is more exposed on the particle surface.

**DISCUSSION**

**Impact of UC on HDLs**

Isolation of HDLs by sequential UC has been widely used for composition, structure, and function studies. A striking result here was the effect that UC had on the detectable proteins in HDLs. Nearly 40 additional proteins were identified in particles isolated by anti-apoA-I IAC versus those by UC, even after accounting for nonspecific associations with the IAC column. Also, LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II proteome differences found in plasma derived particles were ablated upon isolation of HDLs by UC. One trivial explanation is that IAC captures non-HDL species in plasma. Indeed, anything with apoA-I should be captured by the antibodies, including LDL, VLDL (47), or even micro particles (48). However, our gel filtration experiments (Fig. 2) revealed little LDL and VLDL in our preparations. Even if present,
apoA-II alters lipoprotein composition and function

the LDL proteome is less complex and significantly overlaps with HDL (2, 49) and would not be expected to add 40 new proteins to the analysis. Micro particles have not been reported to contain significant amounts of apoA-I (50) consistent with a lack of protein detected in the void volume of the gel filtration column after IAC. Thus, we conclude that UC strips off certain HDL proteins. Indeed, high ionic strength and centrifugal forces have been implicated (51–55) as factors that can alter recovered lipoproteins. Given the recent shift away from HDL cholesterol content and

Fig. 6. Protein spectral count distribution across LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles. The protein distribution between LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles is shown for subfractions isolated from plasma (A) and UC-HDL (B). The proteins listed were identified in at least two out of the four donors. The bars show means and the asterisks denote statistically significant differences (P < 0.05) found between the subfractions determined by a two-tailed paired Student’s t-test.
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toward particle functionality as a disease metric, it would seem that proteome alterations due to isolation method need to be carefully examined in future functional studies.

Compositional and functional features of HDL subspecies

In their classic reports, Cheung and colleagues used IAC to characterize human LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II (21, 31, 56, 57). With the benefit of current MS technology, our data shows clear differences in the proteomes of these species. In general, the classic “apos,” apoCs, apoD, apoE, etc., tended to be enriched in LpA-I/A-II, in agreement, in most cases, with previous reports (21, 55, 58). We also observed that ~90% of LCAT and CETP resided in LpA-I/A-II. This differed from some previous reports (31), though there have been conflicting results (21, 25) perhaps because some studies reported enzyme activity and others protein mass.

As a result, our GO analysis indicated that the LpA-I/A-II particles were best associated with traditional lipid transport functions. One can speculate at least three ways that apoA-II might favor the association of lipid transport proteins. First, being highly surface active, apoA-II may alter particle surface packing characteristics to limit accessory protein access. Second, some proteins may associate with apoA-II through direct interaction. Third, apoA-II could influence apoA-I conformation to affect its interactions with docking proteins. Indeed, apoA-II has been shown to affect apoA-I conformation (36, 59) and may regulate its interaction with endothelial lipase (60).

By contrast, LpA-I particles showed the most proteomic diversity, sequestering many of the more “exotic” proteins in the HDL proteome, such as hemopexin, vitamin D binding protein, several complement factors, and some of the serpin protease inhibitors. This is remarkable given that the LpA-I species represents only about 1/3 of total HDLs (21). LpA-I particles were best associated with acute-phase/inflammatory response, hemostasis, immune response, metal ion binding, complement activation, and protease inhibition functions. Our data also suggest that most of these proteins may be weakly associated with LpA-I because they tend to be lost upon UC.

One surprising result reported here was the increase in ABCA1-mediated efflux from macrophages to LpA-I/A-II particles. When ABCA1 was not active, both LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II particles promoted cholesterol efflux similarly, likely via SR-BI and aqueous diffusion mechanisms. However, in the presence of ABCA1, the LpA-I/A-II particles were clearly superior. This occurred regardless of whether the subspecies were isolated directly from plasma, had an intervening UC step, or were reconstituted in vitro. Since
the discovery of its role in apolipoprotein-mediated cholesterol efflux, the dogma has been that ABCA1 is only active with lipid-poor apolipoprotein acceptors. However, a recent study (61) has shown that small lipidated HDL particles can also interact with ABCA1 to promote cholesterol efflux. This effect drops off considerably with increasing particle size. Because LpA-I and LpA-I/A-II were of similar size, particularly in the reconstituted particles, size effects cannot explain our results. Another possibility is that the LpA-I/A-II preparations contained small amounts of lipid-free apoA-I that engaged ABCA1. While it is difficult to completely rule out the possibility that some apoA-I might be liberated from the particles during the cholesterol efflux assay, we performed careful experiments where lipid-free apoA-I was added back to our reconstituted particles in proportions that could be present in our preparations. In all cases, the additional cholesterol efflux provided by lipid-free apoA-I could not account for the differences observed with the particles alone. Given our limited proteolysis experiments, we believe that the best explanation for our data is that apoA-II can cause a change in apoA-I conformation that allows it to interact with ABCA1 while still in contact with a lipidated HDL particle. Ji and Jonas (62) showed that lipid-bound apoA-I is preferentially cleaved by trypsin at position 193, toward the C terminus of the molecule. Thus, apoA-II could displace the C-terminal portion of apoA-I, which has been shown by numerous laboratories to be the operational domain in the ABCA1 interaction (16, 63, 64). Of course, it may affect other regions also. This did not occur when apoA-I or apoA-II were mixed in the lipid-free state, suggesting that a lipid surface is required for this interaction.

In summary, our results are consistent with the concept that apoA-II forms a scaffold that promotes the interaction of numerous HDL accessory proteins with highly diverse functions. The presence of apoA-II can alter the affinity of many of these proteins, attracting some but repelling many others, with a tendency to bias the proteome toward lipid transport functions. With the HDL field focusing more on particle functionality, and because particle function is largely dictated by the resident proteins, we suggest that it is critical to further explore the factors that mediate protein distribution among HDL particles.
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